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Mercutio's famous "Queen Mab" speech is movtivated by Romeo's stubborn refusal to join in the fun that 
Benvolio and Mercutio have planned. In Franco Zeferelli's often-shown film version, Mercutio delivers the 
speech as though he were afflicted with some sort of deep personal hysteria. This delivery makes for an 
interesting effect, but it obscures the fact that Mercutio has a very clear main point, which is that Romeo is 
being silly. 

Romeo has just said that his dream has told him it is not wise to go to Capulet's feast, and Mercutio sets 
out to show how unreliable dreams are. When Romeo declares that dreams are truthful, Mercutio replies, 
"O, then, I see Queen Mab hath been with you" (1.4.53). It's possible that "Mab" was a Celtic name for 
the Queen of Fairies, but Shakespeare's audience would have heard "Quean" combined with "Mab," 
both slang names for a prostitute or harlot. "Mab" was also used to refer to a woman who dressed 
sloppily. Thus the name "Queen Mab" summons up a picture of a careless, good-time girl who will give you 
what you want. Mercutio then goes on to describe Queen Mab as "the fairies' midwife" (1.4.54). A human 
midwife is a woman who assists with the birth of a baby, but "the fairies' midwife" assists with the birth of 
people's dreams, and the rest of the description of Queen Mab is a kind of commentary on how dreams 
are born. 

Mab, says Mercutio, is "no bigger than an agate-stone / On the fore-finger of an alderman" (1.4.55-56). 
Agate is not really a gem, so to give cheap rings more class, jewelers would etch tiny figures on agates. 
Queen Mab is as tiny as those figures, and -- it is suggested -- just as trashy and flashy. Going on, Mercutio 
says that Mab is "Drawn with a team of little atomies / Athwart men's noses as they lie asleep" (1.4.57-58). 
In other words, her carriage, drawn by a team of creatures so tiny that they are practically invisible, gallops 
across sleeping men's noses. This suggests that a dream begins at random, with something as meaningless 
as a faint itch in the nose. 

Mercutio goes on to describe the rest of Queen Mab's equipment. It's all nearly illusory, made of material 
that is there, but on a second look, not there, like a dream. The materials are spider's legs, grasshopper 
wings, spider web, moonbeams, cricket's bone, and "film" (1.4.66), fragments of spider web that float on 
the wind and are visible only when they catch a sunbeam. Finally, Queen Mab's "waggoner" is described as 
a "small grey-coated gnat, / Not so big as a round little worm / Prick'd from the lazy finger of a maid" 
(1.4.67-69). Old wives' tales had it that worms grew in the fingers of lazy girls; when such a girl pricked her 
finger with a needle, the worms floated out in the blood. But the worms were so tiny that they couldn't be 
seen. So Queen Mab's coachman is smaller than an invisible worm. 

After having described Queen Mab and her carriage, Mercutio proceeds to tell about her effect on 
dreamers. She "gallops night by night / Through lovers' brains, and then they dream of love" (1.4.70-71). 
She gallops over a courtier's knee and he dreams of bending that knee in a graceful bow; she gallops over 
the fingers of a lawyer and he dreams of collecting a fee. And so on, through five more examples of the 
general idea that dreams are wish-fulfillment in action, which contradicts Romeo's idea that his dream 
was some sort of prophetic wisdom. 

Queen Mab is also a mischief-maker. She tangles the manes of horses and the hair of people. She 
introduces virgins (presumably through their dreams) to sex: "This is the hag, when maids lie on their 
backs, / That presses them and learns them first to bear, / Making them women of good carriage" (1.4.92-
94). "Good carriage" is good deportment, but as Mercutio uses it, it's the ability to carry the weight of a 
man. 


